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Before you dowse a wellsite, have your customer find out the following information from
their Health Department or Planning Dept.
If you are going to dig your own well, you’ll need a permit.

You will need to know the Distance from
Structure (house/barn, etc.)
Property line
Street
Septic

Wetlands
Underground gas or electric lines
Overhead electrical lines
Other wells on the property

What I ask for when dowsing a well site
Potable Water
Tastes Good
Smells Good
Is there year round
Appropriate Depth

Appropriate gallons per minute
Easy for the well driller to get to
Beneficial to all who drink it
Primary water
Appropriate Place & vein direction

Ask the Spirit of Water for Permission to dowse the property. Make an offering of Corn
Meal or organic tobacco; you may want to use sage to clear the land. Dowse this.
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Tools I use to find a wellsite
Map of property from customer or their town or city, ruler, pencil
Pendulum for Map Dowsing
L-rod to find the edge of a water vein
Y-Rod to find the exact spot
Surveyor Marker Spray paint (I use Pink or Orange Krylon for visibility)
Surveyor Marker Flags or wooden stake with surveyor’s tape to mark the spot
300-foot-long measuring tape
Sage, Organic Tobacco, Corn Meal to clear and honor the land and the Spirit of Water

Unless you charge people for dowsing their well, they won’t appreciate what you
tell them. Some energetic exchange needs to happen whether it’s money, an
item, farm vegetables or you barter a service. I make my own L-rods, Y-rods, and
Bobbers. I teach my customers how to dowse and give them dowsing tools to
keep. I will map dowse the property prior to my arrival so as not to waste any
time. Having a customer be a part of the water seeking experience is important as
this is their water and water is life.
Always trust your intuition. It will save your life.
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